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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning.  Thank you so much for taking the time to attend our presentation.  I’m Toni Carter and this is Dr. Juliet Rumble. We’re both Reference & Instruction librarians at Auburn University.  Today we’re going to talk about classroom activities to use when teaching source evaluation.   We’ll be looking at some alternatives to the traditional ways that we (as a profession) have tackled this in the past.  These activities are designed to require students to think critically about sources, and to gain a holistic understanding of the world of information.   Our goal today is to share activities that you can take pieces of, build upon, and  adapt to meet the needs of your students.  They’ll be time for questions at the end, but please feel free to ask questions throughout the 45 minutes that we have together.



What is it we want students to be able to do? 
 
 
Librarians and faculty agree 
that source evaluation is an 
important part of 
research…. 
 
But—ask faculty about 
student learning outcomes 
and you get a variety of 
responses.    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our title references the complexities of source evaluation.  As a way of setting the stage for the active learning exercises we’ve developed, I’d like to outline some of the challenges we’ve faced teaching these classes and talk about how they spurred us to look for ways to improve upon what we were doing.  When negotiating with faculty we always talking about learning outcomes…



What We Hear from Faculty at AU 

“I want students to be able to 
distinguish between popular 
and scholarly sources.” 
 
“I want students to be able to 
distinguish good websites from 
bad.” 
 
“I want students to be able to 
identify “credible”, “reputable” 
sources, whether on the Web 
or in print.” 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the past, first two very common.  We are now seeing a relaxing of requirements around traditional “scholarly” sources– now profs ask for “credible” sources.  How are profs defining?



Standard Three: The information literate student evaluates 
information and its sources critically and incorporates 
selected information into his or her knowledge 
base and value system. 
 

Performance Indicator: The information literate student 
articulates and applies initial criteria 
for evaluating both the information and its sources. 

 
Outcome: Examines and compares information from 
various sources in order to evaluate reliability, 
validity, accuracy, authority, timeliness, and 
point of view or bias 

Source Evaluation and IL Competency Standards 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These faculty requests map neatly to our IL competency standards, performance indicators, and outcomes



Many of us organize evaluation criteria into checklists… 

Look familiar? 

Auburn University Libraries 
 

Web Source Evaluation Criteria 
 
 
ACCURACY 
If sources are cited, are they reliable? 
How does the information compare with that in other sources on the topic? 
Can the information be verified by other sources? 
Is the information free of factual errors? 
Are there spelling, typographical or grammatical errors? 

 

AUDIENCE 
Who are the intended readers? Who are the authors/creators trying to reach? 
Are the language, vocabulary, style and tone appropriate for the intended audience? 
What are the audience demographics? (age, educational level, etc.) 
Are the authors/creators targeting a particular group or segment of society? 

 

AUTHORITY 
Who wrote the information? 
What are the authors’/ creators’ credentials for this particular topic? 
Are the authors/creators affiliated with a particular organization or institution? What does that 
affiliation suggest about the authors/creators? 
Is the publisher/sponsor of the source reputable? 
Are the authors’/creators’ information provided so that you may submit questions or feedback? 
 
CURRENCY 
Is the content current? Does the date of the information directly affect the accuracy or usefulness of 
the information? 
When was the content first uploaded, last modified or updated? Are there ‘dead’ links within the 
source? 
 
OBJECTIVITY/BIAS 
What is the authors’/creators’ point of view? 
Is the point of view subtle or explicit? 
Is the information presented as fact or opinion? 
If opinion, is the opinion supported by credible data or informed argument? 
Is the information one‐sided? Are alternate views represented? 
Does the point of view effect how you view the information? 
 
PURPOSE 
What is the authors’/creators’ purpose or objective? To explain, provide new information or news, 
entertain, persuade or sell? 
Does the source achieve effectively its purpose? 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A quick Google search retrieves dozens of what library literature refers to “checklists.”  Look familiar?  



How about this?  



Pedagogy, Critical Thinking, & IL 
 
 
 Just because students are 

familiar with evaluative 
criteria doesn’t mean they 
will apply them 

 
 The Knowing vs. Doing 

Divide 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s one troublesome issue we’ve confronted.  Students can seem fairly conversant about checklist criteria, but can’t apply these criteria. E.g. newspapers.  Popular or scholarly?  Students are often stumped by this one…The information literate person can DO things;		define their research project 		construct a search strategy 	 evaluating the sources they retrieveThese activities require higher order, critical thinking skillsThe student must interact with information not just contemplate it.



What we observe AU students doing– or not… 

Sources?  I’ve 
already written 
the paper. 

Wikipedia 
Don’t use it! 

Scholarly=Good 
Popular=Bad 

My prof says I can  
use any source as long  
as it’s “credible.” What 
does that mean??? 

Time for 
lunch… 

Whatever… 

Source: http://www.polleverywhere.com/blog/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other troublesome signs….  Superficial responses from students Looking for a litmus test Black or white / Good vs BadLack of engagement



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Or the worst case scenario-- complete and utter frustration



Are we missing the forest for the trees? 

 
 Is a  checklist approach to source evaluation 

too mechanistic?  Too piecemeal? 
 
Do class exercises built around checklists of 

criteria address the information ecosystem in 
which source evaluation comes into play?  

 
Do these exercises encourage students to 

consider the context in which information is 
generated and used? 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Has source evaluation become more of an identification game—removed from the actual context in which evaluation occurs?



Source Evaluation Outside Standard Three 
 

Standard One: source evaluation is tied to information need 
 
Knows how information is formally and informally produced, 

organized, and disseminated 
 
 Identifies the value and differences of potential resources in a 

variety of formats 
 
 Identifies the purpose and audience of potential resources 

(e.g., popular vs scholarly, current vs. historical 
 
Differentiates between primary and secondary sources, 

recognizing how their use and importance vary with each 
discipline 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many learning outcomes related to source evaluation;Goal is not about finding sources that are most “elevated”; the value of information is context specific;The value of information is determined through our interaction with it



Source Evaluation Outside Standard Three 
(Continued) 

Standard Four: source evaluation is tied to using information 
effectively to accomplish a specific purpose 
 

Applies new and prior information to the planning and 
creation of a particular product or performance 

 
 Integrates the new and prior information … in a manner 

that supports the purposes of the product or performance 
 
Communicates the product or performance effectively to 

others 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“individually or as a member of a group” we use information to accomplish a purpose.  This focus of this standard is outward-– there’s a product or performance used by ourselves and others.  We don’t learn in vacuum 



Users Content 

Draft Framework for Information Literacy for Higher Education 

 “[Authority] is contextual in that the 
information need may determine the 
level of authority required 

 
 “[Authority] is constructed in that 

various communities may recognize 
different types of authority.” 

 
 “The essential characteristic of format 

is the underlying process of 
information creation, production, 
and dissemination….[T]he quality 
and usefulness of a piece of 
information is determined by the 
processes that went into making it. 

Source: http://youcanbuild.it/is-content-really-king 
 



Active Learning Exercise #1 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I originally developed a version of this activity with an English graduate student who I taught ENGL1120 (freshman composition) for – Todd AldridgeThe activity is built around an assignment in which the students were asked to find two articles on the same topic/subject.  The articles had to be of “comparable format”, such as two magazine articles or two scholarly articles, and of similar “rigor”.  Rigor was the instructor’s term, but it is based on our idea of peer-review, or the information timeline, i.e., a scholarly article would have more “rigor” than a magazine article, or perhaps a magazine article would have more “rigor” than someone’s personal blog. [If asked, Todd’s definition of rigor: the quality of thoroughness, accuracy, and strictness of a source] He wanted students to “move beyond merely reporting the similarities and differences between the sources and to work toward fleshing out what those similarities and differences represent, reveal, and demonstrate.”  



Students will: 
 
 Identify information sources in various formats 

(e.g., newspapers, magazines, scholarly journals) 
and evaluate the differences in their attributes 

 
 Explore how the length of the review process 

impacts thoroughness and accuracy  
 

 Recognize types of sources that are appropriate for 
their assignment 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the activity that we created, we wanted the students to identify sources from various information formats and evaluate the attributes of these different sources; many of these attributes would be listed under the criteria that you would find on a traditional website evaluation handout, such as authority, audience, and purpose.  However, I’m going for a more holistic approach.  I’m not focused just on websites; the activity requires more critical thinking - rather than a handout, or a handout with categories (authority, audience, etc.  with yes/no or  “is it this or that questions,” and questions that students don’t have time to answer in class, example “are sources reliable?”), I created a worksheet (that I will show in a moment) with 5 questions that I hope requires students to think more critically about sources, but still uses the criteria that we’re familiar with; explore the review process a bit; recognize types of sources that are appropriate for their assignment – for this assignment, they could basically use any type of format, so any source could potentially be appropriate.   However, finding two comparable sources that are appropriately comparable allows me to discuss this in class.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stations set-up around the classroom – I use whiteboards for stations, but could use large sheets of paper as well – the stations are labeled with the different formats– e.g. social media (can have a broad definition including blogs and wikis), news services, broadcast news, newspapers, magazines, scholarly articlesThe types and numbers of formats you use will depend on your learning outcomes and/or the class assignmentNotice that I’m not focused on differentiating between online newspapers and print newspapers, or online magazines and print magazines – in other words, I’m not focused on what the new Framework calls the “method of access,” but rather the format of the source



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Choose an event or issue reported on in the various formats that you have chosen to cover.  Print out the examples. My sample topic:  women in the Middle East.   Gather sources from a variety of formats and places.  The “places” part is important – I want students to be able to identify a magazine article regardless if it’s in HTML format, or available on the web.  For instance, a  Newsweek article from a library database, a newspaper article from an online Lebanese newspaper, and a scholarly article.I find that students work better in smaller groups of two or three for this activity, so in a class of 24, I would find at least 8 different sources.



• Brief discussion of student responses 

• Name one type of source that you might 
use for this assignment.  For example, a 
magazine article. 
 
 

• www.PollEverywhere.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I like to begin the activity by asking the class a question that they may or may not know the answer to, such as “name one type of source that you might use for this assignment.” One way to do this – use PollEverywhere to gather anonymous responses.  They will feel more comfortable guessing.  If you’re not familiar with PollEverywhere, it allows you to do free polls in class, and share the results real-time.  Here’s an example from a class I did a few weeks ago, asking them to describe what makes an internet source “reputable” (instructor’s term).  I find this to be a great way to start a class discussion. I would take 10 minutes are so to briefly discuss their responses, as well as add others formats that they may not have thought of.  I try to engage them as much as possible here, asking them questions about the “attributes” of these formats.  For example, “Who is the audience for an article published in National Geographic?” or “What IS National Geographic?”  Is it a magazine or scholarly journal?”  “What brings you to this conclusion?” I DO NOT try to cover everything here.  Just a simple dialogue to get them thinking.  I don’t expect students at this point to know every attribute of every format.  



Answer the following questions about your source.   Feel free to use the Internet for 
help 

 
 

1. What type of source do you have?  For example, a magazine article.  If you’re not 
sure, investigate online.    

 
 Who’s the publisher or creator? (example: Time Magazine)  
 
  Do either of these factors influence whether you would use the  
  source for your assignment? 
 
  Explain why or why not. 
 

2. How often does the publisher or creator of your source publish or post new 
content?  If you’re not sure, investigate online. 

 
 Explain why this may be important in determining whether the source is 
 appropriate for your assignment. 
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I then divide the class into groups and provide each group with one of the sample formats that I pre-selected.  The groups are given one worksheet each.  These questions address some of the points often covered in website evaluation checklists, but I try to focus on the ones I consider most crucial and that encourage a higher-degree of critical thinking.  You’ll notice that I’m asking them to use the Internet to find answers to questions.  Even for formats that may only be available in print, or in a subscription database where students may not know to look, students should be able to find a website that provides information about the source, such as the website for a peer-reviewed journal.[You may find that 5 questions like these may be too many for the group, especially if they’re not receiving a grade for it.  I’ve tried the class exercise a couple of different ways – each member of a group receives a copy of the source, and they divvy up the questions; or ,each group  only works on one or two of the questions; or, of course, ask fewer questions.]



3. Is your source analyzing arguments surrounding your topic?  Is your source reporting 
on new research on your topic?  Does your source have a purpose other than these?   
 
 Does the purpose of the source influence whether you would use it for your 
 assignment? 
 
 Explain why or why not. 
 
4. Explain the author’s authority (or lack of) on this topic.   
 
 Is the author sharing his or her opinion? 
 
 Do either of these factors influence whether you would use the source for your 
 assignment? 
  
 Explain why or why not. 
  
5.  Who is the audience for this source?     
 
 Explain one way that you can determine this. 



Social Media 

News Services 

Broadcast News 

Newspapers 

Magazines 

Scholarly Articles 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After the students work for 10-15 mins or so, I ask them to tape their source to the corresponding station – so, newspaper articles are taped to the newspaper whiteboard – remember, they must make this determination We then go around the room,  and I ask each group to explain their source and share some of their answers to the questions on the worksheet; responses and notes are added to the appropriate boards  The whiteboards are set-up  around the room loosely based on the information cycle timeline/review process. Although I have a question on the worksheet asking them about how often their source is published, I’ve found that when I focus on this, such as labeling the boards “one day, one month”, etc., it encourages superficial thinking.  For instance, “a blog cannot be reliable because it could be written the day an event occurred.”  So, as we go around the room in this order, we discuss authority, purpose, audience, and I build in a conversation about the review process.  Setting up the stations in this way helps to visually illustrate the process.



“The expert learns that the instant 
publishing found in social media 
often comes at the cost of accuracy, 
while the thorough editorial process 
of a book often comes at the cost of 
currency. Whatever form information 
takes, the expert looks to the 
underlying processes of creation as 
well as the final product in order to 
critically evaluate that information 
for use as evidence.” 
 
ACRL Framework for Information 
Literacy in Higher Education 
  



Active Learning Exercise #2 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Toni and I developed our activities independently of each other.  Both of us are looking at the context in which the user interacts with information.  Some slight differences in focus.  Toni’s activity has students attend to the significance of the process of creation.  I want students to evaluate sources with an eye to the information need.  I also want students to attend to the selection processes they employ in their role as information creators



Class Activity 

Students will:  
 
Consider the appropriateness of 

different types of resources in relation 
to their information need 

 
Consider how and why they (and 

others) might use these information 
resources 

 
 



Sample class slide: Setting the stage 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Attention to students’ selection process– they have choices; assignment “requirements” can obscure thisEven within the framework of an assignment, students have decisions to make



Sample class slide: Instructions to class 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research tools I use are typically Google, Google Scholar, LexisNexis, Subject DatabaseSame topic– different research tools and different types of information sources



Worksheet 

Who might use the resources retrieved by your search tool?  
  
 You, me, anybody (general audience) 
 Persons employed in a specific trade, career, or profession 
 Scholars/academics (college faculty, scientists, researchers) 

 



Worksheet 
(continued) 

How and why might someone use the sources retrieved?  Tell us 
about any special features of these sources.  For example, do they 
offer:  
 Differing opinions or perspectives 
 Up‐to‐date news or eyewitness accounts 
 Data, statistics 
 General overviews of a topic  
 Career‐specific news and information 
 Focused, in‐depth research 
 Bibliographies that point to other relevant sources of 

information 
 Other useful features.  Please list. 

 



Worksheet 
(continued) 

Would the kinds of sources retrieved 
by this tool be useful to you for your 
essay assignment?  Please give reasons 
for your answer. 
 



Reinforcing Learning Outcomes 

Active Learning Exercise #2 pairs 
well with an annotated 
bibliography assignment in which 
students address the value and 
appropriateness of each source 
they use in their research papers.   



Questions? 
 

 
Juliet Rumble 

    rumbljt@auburn.edu  
 

Toni Carter 
tcd0006@auburn.edu 
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